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‘Just grab something nice.’
That was the instruction from my husband as I headed for the bottle 

shop. On paper, it wasn’t a challenging assignment. I was a twenty-
something, well-educated man living in cosmopolitan Melbourne. I often 
ate out, had an ample circle of friends, and enjoyed whiling away the hours 
in candlelit conversation. I should have known exactly which wine to pick 
up for a dinner party.

I had no idea.
I had never taken any interest in wine, or alcohol in general. This 

wasn’t founded on any particular ethic. I wasn’t raised in an Amish 
commune. Alcoholism didn’t run in my family. I was far from a fitness 
fanatic dedicated to ‘clean living’. Drinking had simply never appealed 
to me. The situation was such that many of my friends assumed I was 
teetotal. I would point out that I didn’t not drink, in the same way I 
didn’t not watch Czechoslovakian cinema. I wasn’t actively opposed to 
it. I just wasn’t going to free up time in my schedule to go to an Eastern 
European film festival.

I had occasionally wondered if there was some glitch in my wiring 
when it came to drinking. Other people seemed to derive such pleasure 
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from it. A month earlier, when Mike and I were planning a trip to 
Canada, I had deliberated with a friend over what present to buy our 
Canadian hosts. ‘Why don’t you take them a bottle of nice Australian 
wine?’ she had suggested. ‘Everyone loves wine … except you.’ The 
option of giving wine had honestly never occurred to me.

Well, this had been true right up to the point where I was standing 
in the bottle shop trying to fulfil a duty for which I was woefully 
unqualified. The first iPhone was yet to be released, so easy access to 
the internet’s wine knowledge was not at my fingertips. The ginger-
haired sales attendant was busily engaged with a mildly deranged 
client. I was at a loss.

I wandered the aisles, trying to make sense of it all. Out of curiosity 
I picked up a darkly coloured, well-designed box holding a single bottle 
of Scotch whisky. I read the description. This liquor boasted a ‘medicinal 
flavour’ with notes of ‘iodine’ and ‘seaweed’. I imagined a bruised merman 
being bandaged up after drunken fisticuffs with a hammerhead shark. I 
was surprised to learn that the taste of salty Band-Aid was appealing to 
some people. I returned the whisky to its place on the shelf.

Cold, condensation-dripping glass doors displayed green and 
yellow bottles of white wine. Like a bookshelf of occult manuscripts, 
the words and designs on the labels spoke an obscure language. The 
names of various estates, valleys, cellars and vineyards might as well 
have been written in hieroglyphics. Equally meaningless were the 
different varieties. Choosing wisely between pinot grigio, chardonnay 
and sauvignon blanc would have been tantamount to deciding between 
mystery prize doors on a game show.
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I turned to the red wine section. Bottles on top of the shelves were 
laid out sideways, resting at room temperature. I somehow found the 
reds more appealing to browse through. The dark glass bottles looked 
elegant. But as with the whites, I was bemused.

It was the Italian wines that gave me the clue I needed. As I scanned 
the myriad tenutas, fattorias, villas and castellos, I landed on a bottle 
of Toscana Rosso. My grasp of Italian was nearly non-existent, but I 
understood Toscana meant Tuscany. Tuscany … Tuscan wine … talking 
about wine in Tuscany … All of a sudden, I knew what to do.

I walked outside and phoned a friend. To my relief, he answered.
‘Hey, mate! How are you?’ Matt asked.
‘I’m well, my friend! How are you?’
‘I’m great! Congrats on the big news! I’m so happy for you guys.’
It was on our trip to Canada that Mike and I had got married. We 

were holidaying on Vancouver Island with Mike’s best friend Dave. 
Same-sex marriage had just become legal in Canada and we thought 
‘why not?’ We had kept it a small affair, with only seven in attendance. 
The day had been for the two of us. We were happy not to make a fuss.

‘Thank you,’ I replied. ‘But before we go any further, this is a crisis 
call. I have to choose a bottle of wine and I have no idea what I’m 
doing. You’re the biggest wine expert I know. Help!’

Matt and I had met on a study trip abroad. At the time, I was a 
nineteen-year-old undergraduate student. I was studying humanities and 
wearing mostly black. I was depressed and buried myself in study. My 
grades were high, but my spirits were low. Money from a scholarship, 
support from my parents and encouragement from friends led me to 
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sign up for the ‘Renaissance in Florence’ course. It promised a month 
of cultural immersion and history in the birthplace of the Italian 
Renaissance. I thought that maybe it was the change I needed to break 
out of the heavy, joyless rut I was in.

Matt had chosen to go on the Florence trip for more inspired 
reasons than mine. He was studying for a double degree in law and 
humanities, and had taken a particular interest in Renaissance history. 
He had never been to Europe before and was eager to enjoy the Italian 
culture, food and wine. The ‘Renaissance in Florence’ course was a 
dream come true.

His high hopes were not misplaced. Florence had been enchanting. 
Gems of art and architecture were bountiful and breathtaking. 
Whether touring the Uffizi Gallery, circling the Duomo or enjoying 
gelati in the Piazza della Repubblica, there were treasures to be enjoyed 
at every turn. At times it was hard to believe such a place existed. 
But what made that trip truly special was the study group itself. We 
bonded quickly, strangers becoming acquaintances becoming friends 
in a matter of days.

Matt enjoyed watching me flamboyantly bemoan getting mud on 
my coat one day early in the tour. He had struck up a conversation. I 
was surprised he liked me. He seemed the kind of tall, polo-shirted, 
cap-wearing, law student type who I lumped in with the boys who had 
bullied me in high school. I was wrong. We got along famously. He 
would tease me about my crushes on the Italian policemen. He was 
obviously enamoured of his girlfriend, Luise. He would talk about 
her at length. He also had an abiding passion for wine, but I was more 
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interested in hearing about Luise.
Five years on, my connection with Matt remained unbroken; in 

response to my plea for wine guidance, he was at the ready.
‘What’s the occasion?’ he asked.
‘It’s a dinner party a couple of friends are throwing to celebrate the 

whole marriage thing.’
Though Mike and I were fine with no fuss, when our friends in 

Melbourne learnt we had tied the knot, they all seemed intent on 
making a lot of fuss.

‘Do you know what kind of food they’re serving?’ Matt asked.
‘Well, they’re gourmet types; food and wine enthusiasts. Which is 

why the pressure’s on not to make a dud choice. I think they’re putting 
on a Mediterranean-style, al fresco dining extravaganza.’

‘I’d go with riesling.’
The suggestion sparked a faint memory. ‘I remember a housemate 

of mine watching a TV show about wine,’ I recalled. ‘I wasn’t really 
paying attention, but I think it was some wine expert talking about 
how much she loved riesling.’

‘Was it a Jancis Robinson doco? I love Jancis Robinson. She’s a 
huge fan of riesling, as so many winemakers are.’

‘What’s so special about it?’
‘Riesling is one of the great aromatic white wines. It works in a 

wide variety of climates and countries and cultures, and always delivers 
the goods. It’s naturally high in acid, which helps it age well. It’s very 
aromatic, which is just so important when it comes to wine. In the 
Australian show system, they give three points for colour, seven for 
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aroma and then ten points for flavour, which just shows what a big role 
aroma plays in assessing the quality of a wine. Riesling is an aromatic 
superstar.’

I had strolled a couple of blocks from the bottle shop by now, and 
come upon a small public garden. I sat down on a park bench across 
from a row of cherry blossom trees. They were in full bloom. Fragile 
pink petals littered the path at my feet. The faint smell of vanilla, 
almond and lilac hung in the air.

Matt carried on explaining: ‘The high-acid thing is really important 
because acid sort of acts like the equivalent of a highlighter pen. It 
highlights the ingredients in food. So, a high-acid wine like riesling is 
generally good for food and wine pairing. That’s partly why somms are 
so obsessed.’

‘What are “somms”?’
‘A somm is a sommelier, a wine expert. They’re the guys who 

recommend the best wine to match with your meals.’
I was vaguely aware that such people existed but had not known 

what to call them. I liked the word ‘sommelier’ – it sounded urbane.
‘Also, riesling can be made in lots of different ways,’ he continued, 

undeterred. ‘You can have a sparkling riesling, you can have a really 
crisp, dry riesling, you can have riesling that’s blousy and round and 
generous, or you can have sweet riesling in the more German style. 
There are just so many options.’

Any doubts I may have harboured about Matt’s wine expertise had 
evaporated. He was clearly the right man for the job.

‘Another reason those in the know love riesling is because it’s 
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such a faithful conveyor of the wine’s provenance,’ he explained. 
‘If you give a glass of riesling to a Master of Wine, they can trace it 
with extraordinary precision; often to a region, a vintage and even the 
winemaker, because of how it tastes. Imagine if you could do that when 
you ate an orange. Imagine saying “this orange comes from such and 
such orchard in the Napa Valley”. It just blows my mind!’

This struck me as a supernatural ability. Who were these remarkable 
humans able to use their senses in such a specific way? I was reminded 
of the novel Perfume. Set in 18th-century France, the central character, 
Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, is endowed with an extraordinary sense of 
smell. At one point, Grenouille retreats to a cave, spending seven years 
cataloguing a grand library of scents in his mind. I wondered if Masters 
of Wine did something similar. Did they construct vast mental wine 
cellars, ready to pull out the right bottle at any given taste? Did they 
practise deep vino meditations, sitting in the lotus position with a glass 
of red and white in either hand?

‘I can’t believe people can do that,’ I exclaimed. ‘It makes me think 
of Proust’s madeleine.’

‘What’s that?’
‘It’s a little cake, much loved by the great French author Marcel 

Proust, who featured it in his epic, four-thousand-page-long, seven-
volume novel called In Search of Lost Time. I’ve read it, which just goes 
to prove I’m crazy.’

Matt laughed. ‘I can believe it.’
My old friend was used to my wide-ranging literary observations. 

Almost every flat surface in my home was piled with small towers of 
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half-read and earmarked volumes. It was the standard reaction for any 
visitor coming to our home for the first time to remark: ‘You guys have 
a lot of books!’ Mike and I took this as a point of pride.

‘In Proust’s novel,’ I explained, ‘the narrator describes dipping 
this cake – a petite madeleine – in a cup of tea. When he eats the 
madeleine, he experiences this sudden rush of memories. The taste of 
the cake vividly reminds him of eating a tea-soaked madeleine with his 
aunt as a child. It opens a doorway to memories that not only change 
the way he sees his childhood, but also his entire life.’

‘Wow, that’s quite the cake.’
‘No kidding. But the way you describe sommeliers tasting wine is 

kind of like that. They don’t just taste wine. They taste places and times. 
Do you experience wine like that?’

‘For sure, particularly if I’ve been to the place where the wine 
was made. You can be sitting at home in your lounge room drinking 
a beautiful Burgundy or Clare Valley riesling, and boom! Suddenly 
you’re there. You can see the countryside and smell the grass and feel 
the sunshine on your face. You can travel through the wine.’

This was a new way of thinking about the humble grape. I had 
always assumed people enjoyed wine mainly for its alcohol content. 
Matt was describing something different. It was more like reading a 
book or listening to a particularly evocative piece of music. Wine 
could be transportive.

‘Again, I’m reminded of Proust,’ I said. ‘There’s a famous quote 
of his: “The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new 
landscapes, but in having new eyes.” You see wine in a way I don’t 
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understand. In Florence, I remember you talking about your love of 
wine, and I didn’t get it. But now you describe the way it brings your 
memories and imagination to life, it actually sounds pretty special.’

‘I love that. But wine doesn’t just give you new eyes, as your mate 
Proust would say. It gives you all the senses anew. When you visit a 
place, as a wine lover you pay particular attention to things in nature. 
Things you might not notice otherwise, like the minerals in the soil or 
the moisture in the air.’

At the time I was a PhD student, studying environmental 
philosophy. With my dissertation significantly informed by Buddhist 
and Taoist thought, I was used to having in-depth discussions. But it 
was nice to speak about ideas with someone who wasn’t another PhD 
student. Those conversations often turned into games of intellectual 
one-upmanship, littered with words like ‘narratology’ and ‘diachronic’. 
Speaking with Matt was much more fun.

‘Weirdly enough,’ he remarked, ‘this conversation leads perfectly 
into some big news I have to tell you.’

I immediately assumed Luise was pregnant. I didn’t know exactly 
how that news would be connected with wine, but drunken evenings 
can sometimes have unexpected outcomes.

‘I’m leaving law,’ Matt announced. ‘I’m going to become a 
winemaker.’

Growing up in suburban Melbourne, Matt had always longed to be 
outdoors. He would beg his parents to take him on car rides to the bush. 
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He played with bugs, accumulated pets and took an intense interest in 
wildlife. Much to his mother’s dismay, he would sometimes drag leaf-
laden branches into his bedroom as a decorative motif. If Matt couldn’t 
be out in nature, then he would bring nature in.

On school holidays he loved nothing better than to spend time 
with relatives who had continued the family legacy of farming. These 
were golden days of youth, spent climbing in hay sheds, mustering 
cattle, nurturing plants, fishing and even learning to hunt. This was 
where and when he felt most alive.

As an adolescent, Matt was keen to work in agriculture. However, 
such a profession was not considered suitable for a graduate of the 
conservative all-boys school he attended. When he was sixteen, he was 
told to abandon hopes of life on the land: ‘My dear boy, you will pursue 
a career in either law or medicine.’ Matt acquiesced and chose law. It was 
also at this age that he began to grow interested in wine.

Matt was never a natural student of law, but he applied himself 
with diligence. He had decided to make the best of the path he had 
chosen. He studied hard and did well. He applied for clerkships and 
was employed by a large international law firm. He was excited by the 
prospect of life as a commercial lawyer – the esteem, the challenges 
and the opportunities. By sticking with law, he and Luise could travel 
the world together. Perhaps they could eventually relocate to London 
or New York? He would be a well-paid, well-respected professional in 
a well-fitting suit. He would spend his days in high-rise offices charging 
for time and ruthlessly representing his clients. He would make his 
school proud.
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The illusion of thriving as a city lawyer didn’t last for long. He 
came to dread his days sitting under fluorescent lights, with the climate 
control permanently set at 18 degrees Celsius. He felt perpetually 
dissatisfied and out of place. It was as if the childhood version of 
himself was lugging branches into his office as a daily reminder – ‘You 
are living a lie.’ He hated all the billable hours he spent away from 
friends and family and his beloved nature. In short, he was miserable.

He began talking with his family about making a change. Then one 
day his father contacted him, saying, ‘I want to show you something 
that might change your life.’ It was an advertisement for a new winery 
in the Strathbogie Ranges that had fallen on hard times. Matt knew 
exactly what he needed to do.

My instinctive reaction to Matt’s news was to squeal with joy. Stifling 
this impulse, I replied: ‘I’m so, so, so happy for you. This is fantastic. 
Congratulations!’

He laughed. ‘So, you think it’s the right move?’
‘Of course! I never even thought of you as a lawyer. It didn’t make 

sense to me. You being a winemaker just feels right.’
I asked a flurry of questions. Matt excitedly explained the logistics, 

and his hopes for the future. He wanted to sustainably make industry-
leading wine. He wanted to establish his winery on the international 
stage and for the Strathbogie Ranges to be discussed in restaurants 
worldwide. I hadn’t heard him sound this spirited since Florence. It 
was like he had woken from a coma.
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‘It’s been great because everyone’s been so encouraging,’ he said. 
‘Especially my family. They’ve backed me all the way.’

‘I’m so happy to hear that.’
Perhaps detecting a trace of sadness in my voice, Matt asked: ‘Have 

you heard anything from your folks?’
It had been a couple of years since my relationship with my parents 

had fallen apart. For a long time, I had led a double life, keeping my 
sexuality hidden. Things had come to a head one painful Boxing Day. 
I had angrily stormed out of my parents’ house, shouting and accusing. 
The stress of keeping my secret had become too much. A few days later 
they discovered the truth – their son was in a relationship with a man. 
My mother insisted I wasn’t really gay. She flooded my email account 
with ‘evidence’ to prove that my homosexuality could be ‘cured’. I 
blocked her. Attempts at reconciliation came to nothing. We had 
stopped speaking.

‘No, I haven’t heard from them,’ I replied.
‘Do you think they’ll come round?’
‘No, I don’t think so.’
‘I’m sorry to hear that, mate.’
A rush of wind blew past, unleashing a burst of blossom confetti 

into the air. I thought of the cherry blossom festivals in Japan. In 
Japanese culture, cherry blossoms (called sakura) symbolise the delicate 
transience of life, a beautiful reminder that nothing is permanent. I had 
always assumed my parents would be a constant in my life. I had been 
mistaken. The truth of impermanence could be shocking and painful. 
It could be peaceful, like the annual flourishing and fall of the cherry 
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blossoms. It could also bring the most welcome surprises, like learning 
your friend had decided to follow his dreams.

I changed the topic: ‘How does Lu feel about the move?’
Matt admitted that the change in plans from New York to country 

Victoria had taken Luise by surprise. She had always assumed that 
they would eventually move to the country, but the timeline had 
been brought forward by two or three decades. Having grown up in 
numerous cities around the world, from Seoul to Vienna and Frankfurt, 
she was accustomed to metropolitan living. Ever the salesman, Matt 
had done a banner job of pitching vineyard life. Luise worked in 
advertising and was skilled at graphic design. Naturally, she would take 
charge of creating the wine labels and promotional artwork. This was a 
project she could get behind.

‘She’s a good soul,’ I observed. Matt wholeheartedly agreed.
‘Your move to the country reminds me of another famous Proust 

quote,’ I said. ‘“Always try to keep a patch of sky above your life.” I 
don’t think there was much sky above your life as a commercial lawyer. 
Out at the winery you’ll have all the sky.’

‘I love that. Maybe I should give this guy Proust a read?’
‘I somehow don’t think you’d enjoy the one-hundred-page-long 

descriptions of his aunt’s daily routine. Proust certainly wasn’t afraid 
of going into detail. Then again, he spent the last years of his life as a 
shut-in living in a cork-lined room. He had a lot of time on his hands 
for writing.’

‘I think I’ll stick to my agriculture books,’ Matt said.
I laughed. ‘Probably a wise decision. Anyway, back to the original 
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purpose of this phone call. I need some riesling recommendations.’
Matt told me to avoid anything too high in acid. As a beginner, I 

might find it difficult to drink. I responded that this wasn’t the 1960s 
and I wasn’t up for dropping a lot of acid. After politely chuckling at my 
bad drug pun, Matt listed the names of three Australian winemakers 
who made excellent, affordable rieslings.

‘Thanks so much for the recommendations. I’m so happy to hear 
your news. I really look forward to taking one of your wines to a dinner 
party someday soon.’

‘I can’t wait for that either, mate. It won’t be long.’
A couple of years later, I had the pleasure of taking one of Matt’s 

own creations to a housewarming. It was a bottle of riesling.
Sitting by the blossoms that day, I took a moment to savour the 

scene. A smartly dressed woman stopped for a moment to enjoy the 
blossoms with me. We exchanged a brief smile and she said, ‘Lovely, 
aren’t they?’

I nodded in reply. ‘Beautiful.’
She smiled again and quietly walked away.
I made my way back to the bottle shop with new-found confidence. 

I had the names of three commended wines to choose from. I looked 
forward to explaining my wine selection later that night: ‘I thought 
riesling would be best for bringing out the flavour in the food. Also, 
the aroma’s really pronounced.’ Of course, Mike would be quick to 
destroy the illusion, pointing out that I must have been prepped. It 
would probably be best to be honest and just admit that I had called in 
emergency assistance.
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Fortunately for the man behind the counter at the bottle shop, the 
belligerent customer had left by the time I returned. I handed him the 
list of wines I had written in my notebook.

‘Those are some good choices,’ he said. ‘I’m pretty sure we’ve got 
two of those in stock.’

I ended up choosing the more expensive bottle. This was based on 
the magical thinking that higher cost would equal higher quality. Later, 
Matt would teach me that this was often a misleading assumption – 
the price of wine and the beauty of wine were not always synonymous. 
But that would be a lesson for another day. 
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Thirteen years passed, and the cherry blossoms were back in bloom.
Matt and I had not remained in close contact. This was not for 

lack of enjoyment in one another’s company. Rather, we maintained 
the kind of undemanding friendship that is defined by long silences 
interrupted by moments of immediate familiarity. We would go many 
months without speaking. Then the phone would ring and anyone 
listening might have thought we had spoken a week earlier. Unspoken 
kinship made conversation effortless.

I had watched with delight as Matt’s star rose in the world of 
winemaking. After only a few years in the business, he had been 
appointed one of the industry’s ‘future leaders’ and joined the 
committee of the prestigious Winemakers’ Federation of Australia. 
His wines had won numerous medals and trophies. His winery had 
also garnered multiple tourism awards for ‘Best Cellar Door’. His 
social media was aglow with success, and I was proud.

Matt had also had a lot to celebrate on the family front. He had 
married Luise in a beautiful ceremony, and the pair had gone on to 
have three daughters – Lilli, Mathilda and Ella. Matt was wildly in 
love with his kids. I had never felt the desire to reproduce, and could 
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not relate to the joys of offspring. Nevertheless, it was gratifying to see 
Matt and Luise’s shared happiness. Matt informed me that the sleepless 
nights, nappies and toilet-training were entirely worth it, although I 
couldn’t imagine how.

As for me, I had finished my PhD and left academia behind. 
By the time I had submitted the final draft of my thesis, I was done 
with footnotes and bibliographies. I didn’t even bother going to my 
graduation ceremony, choosing instead to spend the day at a Buddhist 
meditation retreat. I sometimes regretted skipping the opportunity 
to wear the robe and puffy hat that would have been my graduation 
uniform. Then again, I never looked particularly good in hats.

As fate would have it, I landed a career in charity fundraising. I 
worked with remarkable, funny, brilliant and eccentric souls. I saw how 
generous people could be. I was blessed with opportunities to travel 
and learn. There were ups and down, of course. I took a few wrong 
turns, made my fair share of mistakes and lost my cool more than once.

Still, there was a lot to be thankful for.
Mike and I remained as steady as we were the day we married. Ours 

was never a relationship of incendiary passion, but more one of quiet 
contentment. His calm, kindly nature was the perfect balance for my 
more dramatic tendencies. We just got along. I sometimes realised how 
little I would talk about him with my friends. They would ask how he 
was, and I would reply: ‘You know, the same. Mike’s Mike. He’s the best.’

As for my parents, that was a wound which never healed. Following 
years of painful silence, I had extended many an olive branch. I sincerely 
apologised for my part in things – for the hurtful words I had hurled 
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in retaliation to the rejection I felt. I wrote and called and did my best. 
They did not respond as I had hoped. My mother sent thoughtful 
birthday and Christmas gifts but did not speak to me. My father spoke 
to me, but briefly and only two or three times a year. Evidently, time had 
not altered their views. They never once acknowledged Mike’s existence.

Life continued, as it does, and one evening I watched a 
documentary called Somm. The name had caught my attention. I was 
reminded of the time Matt had introduced me to the term. The film 
followed four wine professionals as they prepared for the notoriously 
difficult Master Sommelier exam. The candidates subjected themselves 
to a gruelling study regimen to perfect their knowledge of wine and 
spirits, as well as hone their skills in table service and deductive tasting. 
Like athletes in preparation for the Olympics, they trained tirelessly 
in pursuit of their goal. As with the Olympics, there were also winners 
and losers. When the exam finally came, only two of the four attained 
the rank of Master Sommelier.

It was captivating to witness the passion of these aspiring ‘Masters’. 
They were not simply pursuing a career or a title. They really loved wine. 
More than that, they found meaning in their relationship with wine 
and the culture that surrounds it. For them, wine was much more than 
pressed grape juice – it was a philosophy, a religion, a way of being.

My memory leapt to the conversation I had shared with Matt 
thirteen years earlier. This was not the first time it had come to 
mind. From time to time, a glass of red at a dinner party or sipping 
champagne at a wedding would give me pause to remember that 
bright spring day. Mostly these thoughts passed as quickly as they had 
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come. But watching Somm had been different. The floodgates of wine 
curiosity had opened wide. Why did wine inspire an enthusiasm that 
so exceeded its inebriating effects? What secrets lay dormant in wine, 
waiting to be decoded? And could I, after a lifetime of disinterest, read 
its language and taste its gifts?

The next day I called Matt. It had been a month since I had last 
messaged him, congratulating him on Ella’s birth. We updated each 
other on our lives. Matt’s newborn baby girl was wonderful, and Luise 
was in good spirits. As well as navigating his role as a father of three, 
Matt was in the middle of a massive rebuild at the winery. His vision of 
a spacious and superbly designed cellar door was being realised. It was a 
lot of work, but Matt was energised by it. He longed to walk through the 
finished space.

I was between consulting gigs, soon to start a year-long project 
for an organisation I loved. As always, I was reading a lot. I had just 
finished The Choice by Dr Edith Eger. It was an astounding memoir 
by a Holocaust survivor who had become a pre-eminent psychologist 
later in life. Dr Eger’s story of humanity, resilience and insight was 
remarkable. I enthusiastically suggested to Matt that he read it 
immediately. Matt agreed that he probably should, but he didn’t have 
a lot of time for reading.

‘Fair enough,’ I said. ‘Also, I watched Somm last night. Have you 
seen it?’

He had, and had enjoyed it. In fact, he knew one of the somms 
featured. We discussed how insane the process of becoming a Master 
Sommelier was.
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‘I’ve decided I want to learn about wine,’ I announced.
‘Great! You should check out the courses run by the Wine & Spirit 

Education Trust. They’re really good.’
‘No, I want you to teach me about wine.’
‘Oh, okay,’ he said. ‘I’m not sure I’m the best person. I mean, I’d be 

happy to teach you what I know, but I think you’d probably learn more 
from one of those courses.’

‘Well, maybe. But I don’t just want to learn about wine. I want to 
explore the ideas that come with it. It seems to me that wine is loaded 
with meaning. Do you remember that conversation we had about 
riesling all those years ago?’

Matt remembered it. He thought of it often. He had loved Proust’s 
maxim: ‘The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new 
landscapes, but in having new eyes.’ It had rolled around in his mind 
over the years. Now and again, he had considered the ways in which 
wine and winemaking had changed his perception of life itself.

‘Well, how about we pick up the conversation again?’ I asked.
‘It sounds like a great idea. I just don’t know when I’ll find the 

time. It’s been so hectic.’
‘When did you last take some time for yourself ?’
He honestly couldn’t remember.
‘Cool, so you’re going to take some time off Wednesday next week,’ 

I commanded. ‘This is non-negotiable. I’m going to travel over and 
you’re making yourself available.’

I was surprised by my sudden bossiness, but Matt agreed to the 
proposal with good humour.
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‘I’m going to start you off with my favourite: shiraz,’ he said. ‘Are 
you good with red wine?’

‘Well, I don’t hate it.’
‘By the time I’m done with you, you’ll love it!’
I was curious to see if this prediction would come true.

When I arrived at the winery, Matt gave me a warm hug.
He was excited to show me the progress of the renovations. With 

sweeping gestures, he guided me through the evolution of the ‘cellar 
door’. Where I saw bare slabs, dust and piles of tools, Matt saw fabulous 
dining areas with striking decor. Where I saw woodchip, gravel and 
stones, he saw a lush garden teeming with customers.

Surveying the garden’s layout, I was struck by the steady hum 
of nature. A cacophony of bird and insect music filled the air. An 
orchestra without a conductor. I was reminded of a book I had read in 
high school. Written by the pioneering biologist and environmentalist 
Rachel Carson, Silent Spring was published in 1962 as a warning 
against the use of toxic pesticides. In the opening chapter, Carson 
describes a fictional town cursed with a ‘strange stillness’. The noises 
of spring had been stifled through the poisoning of the local fauna. 
Spring was not meant to be quiet. Its natural state is one of vibrating 
sound. I took it as a sign of health in the place where we stood that this 
spring was anything but silent.

Matt took me to his upstairs corner office. Large windows 
looked out onto the cellar door and the surrounding landscape. I was 
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interested to see various items illustrated in Mandarin calligraphy 
littered about the place. Matt told me they were gifts from Chinese 
clients. There were also framed, brightly coloured drawings dedicated 
to ‘Daddy’ placed lovingly on display. I smiled when I saw them.

I picked up the lone trophy sitting in the office. Having assumed it 
was an award for winemaking, I was surprised to find it was a prize for 
saucisson. It turned out that Matt and his cousin had won it for their 
wild rabbit and pork salami, which they called ‘Bastardo’!

Matt laughed when I asked him why this trophy deserved pride of 
place. He just loved the award. Making salami made him happy.

I put down the trophy. He picked up a bottle from his desk and 
presented it me.

‘Here we go,’ he said. ‘My shiraz, for our first lesson!’
I examined the bottle. In that moment it held the same significance 

as a philosophical tome or great work of literature. This was more than 
an object I could hold in my hand. It was a gateway to understanding. 
I loved the feeling of being a student again. I was thrilled by the 
sheer potential of what I might learn. In the words of the Zen master 
Shunryu Suzuki: ‘In the beginner’s mind there are many possibilities, 
but in the expert’s there are few.’ It was exciting to be a beginner.

‘I’ve got the perfect spot to enjoy this, too,’ Matt said. ‘I’m taking 
you to the grand ravine.’

We boarded Matt’s mud-spattered SUV and were on our way. I was 
on ‘gate duty’, jumping in and out of the car periodically to open gates 
in accordance with Matt’s instructions: ‘Left gate in, right gate out.’ He 
played tour guide, pointing out buildings, fields of vines and properties 
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as we went. Soon we were driving through a corridor of gums, their 
branches and leaves interlacing overhead. The car jostled and jumped 
along as I held the safety handle above the door, acclimating to our 
off-roading.

Finally, Matt pulled up. We had arrived. Now we had a walk to take, 
which included climbing over a barbed wire fence. I was unimpressed 
with this eventuality, but Matt showed me the ‘trick’ for getting across 
unharmed. There was a specific point along the fence that could be 
pushed down without the barbs stabbing into my hand. Once this 
was done, I could gingerly step over the fence while narrowly avoiding 
the steel spikes that threatened the integrity of my tan chinos. Once 
this precarious task was accomplished, Matt assured me that it was ‘all 
downhill’ from there. Both literally and figuratively.

The ‘grand ravine’ was so named for Matt’s eldest daughter Lilli. 
In her younger years, she had been afraid of monsters. Matt knew that 
simply telling her that these scary creatures didn’t exist would likely 
prove fruitless. As with any strongly held belief, the cold light of reason 
is rarely enough. Instead, Matt’s strategy was to replace the monsters 
with more kindly characters for her imagination: ‘A family of lovely 
giants lives down here. You can’t see them right now, but they’re looking 
out for us and making sure nothing bad happens.’ As the mythology of 
the giants grew, so too did the legend of their home. The ‘grand ravine’ 
was the only suitable name for such a phantasmagorical spot.

As we made our way, Matt pointed out that the grand ravine was 
neither particularly grand nor a ravine. In truth, it was a moderately 
sized gorge. I didn’t mind much either way, as I was already taken in 
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by the surroundings. Granite boulders emerged through the carpet 
of grass, protruding in clusters of pale pink, red and moss-covered 
rock. Gum trees and ferns populated the landscape in various stages 
of growth and decline. The density of bush blunted the wind and 
provided a cloistered stillness. The most prevalent sound was that of 
stream water running fresh and clear at the bottom of the gorge. That, 
and the chirping conversation of orange-breasted finches gossiping 
among the branches.

This place felt ancient. It was ancient. The granite here had been 
formed some three hundred and seventy million years earlier, when 
silica-rich magma had struggled its way up through the earth. A ‘failed 
volcano’ is what Matt had called it, as the magma had never managed 
to break the surface. Instead, it had cooled and crystallised a few 
kilometres underground, an alchemy of feldspar, quartz and mica. 
Over time, erosion had exposed the igneous rock treasured beneath.

Aside from the occasional saw-cut tree stump, there was almost no 
sign of human activity. It was easy to imagine we had been lost in time 
– transported hundreds of years into the past or future. There was no 
phone reception either, compounding the sense of remoteness. I was 
eager not to stumble into a Picnic at Hanging Rock scenario, spirited 
away without hope of return. If this was Picnic at Hanging Rock, I 
would most likely have landed the role of the stout girl fated to run 
from the scene, screaming ‘Miiiiraaanda!’

As we made our descent, Matt moved with the confidence of a 
highwire acrobat, stepping with sure-footed precision. I fumbled my 
way down. I felt adolescently clumsy and wholly over-dressed. Maybe 
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my blue Alexander McQueen cardigan wasn’t the right choice after 
all? The fear of falling and spoiling my knitwear was profound.

We reached our spot, which turned out to be a hefty boulder 
immersed in ferns. Matt made his way to the top of the boulder in 
three quick moves. After some serious manoeuvring, and narrowly 
avoiding a fall, I joined him.

The view was gorgeous. Matt remarked that it looked like an Arthur 
Streeton painting. From our position the stream was clearly visible, 
meandering through the lowest part of the gorge. The vegetation on 
either side of the water was brightly nourished. One tree in particular 
reminded me of a Japanese woodblock print, its branches stretched above 
the stream in a semi-cascade, like a bonsai. We were both silent for a 
moment, taking in the sights and smells of eucalyptus, bracken and earth.

I shuffled on the boulder so Matt could get to the pack on my back. 
He extracted two plastic wine glasses and the bottle of shiraz. He deftly 
filled the glasses without spilling a drop. He handed me one of them 
and returned the bottle to the backpack.

‘So, shiraz is the wine we are best known for,’ Matt began, jumping 
straight into the lesson. ‘It has a robust character but is also capable of 
nuance. If you were going to describe it as a person, it would be a tall, 
dark and handsome Renaissance man.’

I was liking the sound of shiraz already!
‘Now, in wine-tasting we assess the qualities of the wine through 

sight, smell and taste,’ Matt continued. ‘We start by looking at the wine 
and considering its colour. How would you describe the colour of this 
shiraz?’
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I held my glass up to eye level.
‘Um, it’s red?’
Matt looked at me and laughed. ‘We have a long way to go, don’t 

we?’
I laughed too.
‘So, I would say it’s a deep dark red, with some youthful purple,’ he 

said.
I looked at the wine. ‘Sure,’ I thought. ‘Purple.’
‘Okay, now to smell.’
Matt swirled the wine in his glass. He put his nose close to the rim 

and took a deep breath. I copied.
‘Do you notice any one smell that jumps out at you?’ he asked. 

‘Does it remind you of something? You can say “red wine”, that’s fine.’
Determined to impress my friend, I took a moment to consider. 

‘Okay, I’d say I’m smelling some flowers.’
He smiled. ‘Spot on. This shiraz is a very aromatic style, and we 

often describe it as having aromas of violets.’
I tried again. It was like a blossom-filled garden on a cold, wet 

day – raindrops clinging to the edge of purple and blue petals before 
falling to the lawn below.

The final step was taste. At first, I was tempted to say that it tasted 
like ‘red wine’, but I persevered. I took a couple more sips. On the last 
sip I tasted plum.

Matt nodded with approval. ‘Yeah, that’s right where I’d put it as 
well, in that darker fruit territory – blackberries or bramble berries or, 
like you say, plums.’
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Vladimir Nabokov, the famed author of the infamous novel 
Lolita, wrote in his 1951 memoir Speak, Memory about a condition 
called synaesthesia. This peculiar affliction causes the ‘synaesthete’ to 
experience their senses as ‘mixed together’. This might mean hearing 
smells, tasting shapes, seeing flavours or feeling sounds. In Nabokov’s 
case, he experienced ‘grapheme-colour’ synaesthesia, in which he 
saw letters of the alphabet in specific colours. For him, ‘V’ was a pale 
pink and ‘C’ was a light blue. I was reminded of this muddling as I 
considered the presence of ‘plum’ in my glass. It was strange how this 
purple-tinted liquid might evoke the smell of a purple flower and the 
taste of a purple fruit. This shiraz was ‘purple’ in more ways than one. It 
almost felt like I was drinking colour. Maybe wine appreciation would 
unlock a synaesthetic part of my brain?

‘This is really nice,’ I said, complimenting Matt on his creation. ‘I 
could see shiraz becoming a favourite.’

‘You know,’ said Matt, ‘one of the great things about shiraz is that 
it can be grown in a broad range of climates and made in a variety 
of styles. So, you can have shiraz grown in warmer climates which is 
typically bigger, riper and more muscular. A riper style generally has 
more fruit sweetness, structure and alcohol. It’s bold, powerful and 
immediately impressive. Some excellent examples come from regions 
like the Barossa Valley or McLaren Vale.’

Shiraz was quite the polymath.
‘Then, at our end of the spectrum, you tend to get more restraint 

and elegance. This comes from grapes grown in a cooler climate. With 
this style of shiraz, you see less of that apparent sweetness from fruit 
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and alcohol – it tends to be very aromatic and feminine.’
I imagined a woman dressed in a prim Chanel suit, smelling of 

Schiaparelli’s Shocking perfume.
‘The best examples in the world come from the Rhône Valley in 

France and the cooler regions in Australia, like the Strathbogies,’ Matt 
said, pointing to an imaginary map of the world. ‘These are typically 
spicier examples with the aroma of white pepper and violets. Think 
elegance, lifted aromatics, fine mouthfeel, persistent flavour, balance and 
length. This type of shiraz has layered complexity and is great with food.’

Matt’s love for wine was clear. He could produce these tutorials 
without a second’s thought. It was testament to experience paired with 
passion.

As he explained shiraz’s many talents, I took in more and more of 
the wine’s aroma. I was in love with the floral bouquet.

‘To be honest, I think I enjoy the smell more than the taste,’ I said, 
slightly concerned this might be an offensive remark.

‘Me too,’ beamed Matt, to my relief. ‘But I’ll get you to do 
something I learnt from Heston Blumenthal tasting chocolate. Taste 
it without smelling.’

Feeling like I was playing a primary-school game, I held my nostrils 
shut with my left thumb and index finger. I took a sip.

‘Okay, that tastes really boring,’ I said.
‘Now, do it again but let go of your nose half-way through the sip 

this time.’
As I released my nostrils mid-sip, a wonderful richness was 

unleashed on my palate. It was like in The Wizard of Oz, when Dorothy 
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transitions from the sepia stains of Kansas to the technicolour bonanza 
of Oz.

‘Right, so you definitely need smell,’ I said.
‘Yeah, it’s a massive part of the overall experience of wine. We put a 

lot of time into aroma. It’s just so important.’
I was still wearing my backpack, and shuffled around again to give 

Matt access. I asked him to pull out the book of poems I had brought 
with me.

‘So, when you mentioned we were going to start with shiraz, I had 
a brainwave,’ I began. ‘I remembered that Shiraz was the city where the 
poet Hafiz lived back in the fourteenth century. As it happens, Hafiz 
wrote poems in which he used wine as a metaphor to express his ideas 
about Sufism.’

Sufism is the mystical tradition of Islam. Renowned for its spirit 
of tolerance and inclusivity, it favours a path of self-transcendence and 
direct experience. The most famous of the Sufi practices is the spiralling 
dance of the ‘whirling dervish’ (a dervish being a Sufi initiate). Garbed 
in voluminous skirts and conical felt hats, the dervishes move round 
and round like so many spinning tops, with the palm of their right 
hand facing heaven and the palm of their left hand facing the earth. 
Receiving and giving, giving and receiving. The music plays ever faster, 
building to a frenzy of turning and tempo. In the dizzying eddies of 
their meditation, the dervishes are lost in an ocean of love.

The founding father of the whirling dervishes was the 13th-century 
Sufi mystic and master poet Jalaluddin Muhammad Balkhi Rumi, or 
‘Rumi’ for short. Following in Rumi’s footsteps was Hafiz of Shiraz. 
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Said to have memorised all of Rumi’s poetry by heart, Hafiz remains 
the most popular poet in modern-day Iran.

‘Wine seems to have played a major role in Hafiz’s spiritual life,’ 
I explained. ‘The story goes that to achieve direct experience of the 
divine, Hafiz sat in a circle for forty days without food or water. On the 
fortieth day, the Angel Gabriel came to him and released him from the 
circle. Hafiz rushed to the house of his teacher, who immediately gave 
him a cup of wine. When he drank the wine, Hafiz finally achieved the 
spiritual awakening he had been seeking.’

Leafing through the earmarked and underlined sections of my 
book, I read aloud stanzas of Hafiz’s poetry. Images of wine appeared 
again and again:

‘“A brimming cup of wine I prize the most – this is enough for 
me!”’

‘“With wine, with red wine your prayer carpet dye!”’
‘“Oh Cup-bearer, set my glass afire with the light of wine!”’
Turning to my friend, I was curious to see what he made of these 

verses. What reflections did the winemaker have about these seven-
hundred-year-old, wine-soaked poems?

‘Do you think he was an alcoholic?’ he asked.
I started laughing. Matt quickly joined in. It was the most 

wonderfully unanticipated question. I doubted any serious research 
had ever gone into the matter, but was there a chance that Hafiz had 
been in need of a twelve-step program?

‘No, I wouldn’t think so,’ I replied. ‘Wine is mostly used as an 
analogy for love and truth in his poems. Hafiz is all about letting go 
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of our fixation on seeing things in absolutes – black and white, good 
and evil. For him, wine is all about abandoning the shackles of the 
everyday and revelling in the beauty of life. It’s all about authenticity 
and appreciation.’

The word ‘appreciation’ lingered in the air.
‘That’s what I love about living and working with nature,’ Matt said. 

‘I love being able to share moments with my girls, like smelling a rose 
or watching a ladybug on a leaf. I love being able to go to the veggie 
patch and pick a tomato and just connect with the natural world. You 
take the time to celebrate and honour that tomato because there’s no 
guarantee you’re going to get it. Mother Nature gives and Mother 
Nature takes away. So, you just have to appreciate the little things.’

I heartily agreed. ‘What you’re describing is a practice of profound 
appreciation,’ I said. ‘It’s so foreign to us nowadays. We live in this crazy-
fast consumer culture that’s all about what’s next. We consume, we dispose 
and we consume again. There’s no space to enjoy what’s right in front of 
you. It makes me think of poetry. You can read a poem as a short piece of 
writing and just race through it. But to really get the most out of a poem, 
you need to spend time with it. You have to sit with it, contemplate it and 
let the words marinate. It’s something of a lost art form.’

Matt held his glass up to the light again.
‘You have to take time,’ he said. ‘That’s one of the things you realise 

when producing fine wine. You start looking for the finest example 
of everything, whether it’s the finest ladybug, the finest flower or the 
finest produce in the garden. But you have to really slow down to 
notice the finer things.’
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Wondering aloud whether there was a kind of paradox in that, I 
put the question to Matt: ‘Are the finer wines the ones that actually 
give you greater access to the beauty of the ordinary? Are they the 
ones that help you best appreciate the smell of a flower or the taste of 
a berry?’

‘Yeah, I think that’s right,’ Matt responded, boosted by the thought. 
‘It’s the great wine paradox! The finer the wine, the more it draws out 
your appreciation for everyday things. But the thing about wine, even 
fine wine, is that it is very ordinary. It comes from an aggressively 
growing vine that produces fruit that happens to have tartaric acid 
in it which, in turn, helps us preserve wine. In that sense, it’s fairly 
unremarkable – it’s just what nature does. But in the industry, we have 
a tendency to build all this reverential nonsense and snobbery around 
it.’

‘You know,’ I said, ‘Hafiz couldn’t stand elitism either. In his poems 
he mocked the hypocrisy of religious puritanism. I suppose wine 
snobs are the puritans of the wine world. Anyway, Hafiz was all about 
enjoying life with the commonfolk. I think you and he would have got 
along.’

Matt laughed. ‘I’m sure we would have! I certainly feel all the 
affectation that comes with wine is over the top. It takes away from the 
fact that wine is this amazing reflection of nature. Like you say, wine is 
all about the beauty of the ordinary.’

I was reminded of the 17th-century Dutch painter Johannes 
Vermeer. He took painstaking time to complete his artworks. He also 
used an exquisitely expensive palette of colours, including ultramarine 
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made from finely ground lapis lazuli. Despite his love for the finest of 
paints, his subject matter tended to be more commonplace. Whether 
it was a kitchen maid pouring a jug of milk, a woman writing a letter 
or a lacemaker hard at work, Vermeer’s paintings celebrated the quiet, 
inconspicuous moments of everyday life. His remarkable skill as an 
artist illuminated the value of what is all too easily overlooked.

‘It really gives a different meaning to the term “wine appreciation”,’ I 
said. ‘There’s wine appreciation where you learn to appreciate the wine. 
But there’s also wine appreciation where you learn to appreciate life.’

Matt beamed. ‘I love that! You know, I would have had a thousand 
different thoughts about these things over the years, but never 
articulated them. Talking with you now, I can see things more clearly. 
With the winery and the kids, I’m just so busy. But it feels good to take 
the time.’

This time I thought of Socrates. ‘A wise man once said “the 
unexamined life is not worth living”. Maybe that’s a bit extreme, but 
the point remains. I think it’s important to pause and reflect, and what 
better way to do it than over a glass of wine and a beautiful view?’

It really was such a beautiful view. It was strange to think that we 
were only an hour and a half ’s drive out of Melbourne. The landscape 
of life was so different here – older and quieter. The apparent order 
of city life gave way to another sense of order, one less obvious but 
more enduring. As much as Melbourne was my home, I could see the 
wisdom of Matt’s refuge among the granite and the trees.

‘Let’s do this again soon,’ said Matt.
‘I would love to,’ I replied.
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